
Wizards, Witches
& Warlocks

 
Large chopstick
Model clay

Hot glue gun (optional)
Tin foil (optional)
Paint, markers, or electrical tape

Supplies provided:

 
Supplies you’ll need from home:

 
Take one large chopstick. With the help of an adult, use a hot glue
gun to design the handle of your wand. Let it cool. If you don’t
have a hot glue gun, try model clay or tin foil.
 
Paint your wand – brown, black, gold – whatever you so choose! If
you don’t have paint, try markers or even colored electrical tape!
Let dry, and cast your spells!

July 5-11

Create it: Magic wand

EXPELLIARMUS - Used to disarm someone
IMPEDIMENTA - Slows the movement 

of a person or object
EVANESCO - Causes an item to disappear

WINGARDIUM LEVIOSA - Causes an item to fly
ENGORGIO - Increases physical size of an object

REDUCIO - Reduces the size of an object
LUMOS - Produces light from the tip of a wand

ARANIA EXUME - Repels spiders

Here are a few spells to get you started!
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Construction paper

Scissors
Pencil
Ruler
Glue
Moon and star stickers (optional)

Supplies provided:

 
Supplies you’ll need from home:

 
Draw a semi-circle onto the construction paper
that has a 9-11” radius (the radius is the width of
the circle), and cut out.

Create it: Wizard’s hat

To form the hat, bring the two ends together of the semi-circle
cut-out, and adjust for a proper fit. Staple the seams at the
base of the cone and tape the rest of the seam.
 
If attaching a brim, cut out 2-3” wide rings out of the
construction paper. Next, cut 1-inch fringes along the base of
the cone. This will help when you are gluing the cone to the
brim base. The cone should be a little wider than the brim.
 
Apply glue around the hole of the brim. Attach the cone by
pressing down the fringes on the glue.
 
Cut out moons and stars, or use stickers, if you have them, to
decorate your hat.

Make your own wizard’s hat out of construction paper
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From witch's brew to pretzel broomsticks, there’s something for everyone! 

We’ve included a few for you to try, or check out plenty more recipes here: https://bit.ly/2MO3J2p/

July 5-11

Cook it: Harry Potter recipes

Fill in the blanks in the included Mad Libs. Share your funny stories on our Facebook page, or send them 
to us via email, and we’ll post them for you! We've also included a few other fun puzzles for you to enjoy!

Share it: Mad Libs

For teens: Monstrous makeup
Did you know you can use many things from around your house to make monster makeup? Turn yourself into a

wicked witch or ghoulish monster, and share your photos with us! Here are a few items you could use for inspiration:
ketchup, cotton balls, gelatin, lotion. For recipes on how to make fake blood, scars and more, see sheet in packet  


